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折畳み仕様Features

◆32 types selectable clamp sizes ◆Front Control (Linked operation with our other Folder machines)
◆Conveyer speed adjustable                 ◆10" color tauch screen. 

from 5 to 30m/min                      (for Mode change, Parameter change, Error indication, I/O check, etc.) 
◆Speed Synchronization with Ironer       ◆Number of Mode: 32 modes      

◆Clamp feeding and manual feeding are selectable at each lane

PCF-400-33  Specifications

Feeder with pillowcase dedicated clamps
Feeding by 4 people Work Width: 3300mm

※Specifications and dimensions are subject to change without notice to improve   performance.



◆10" Color Touch Screen employed.

Same functions as our sheet folder, like function 

useful for production control are equipped. 

Main Features of PCF-400-33（４）
・・・ Employment of 10" Color Touch Screen!

◆32 types of clamp width can be set.

Various sizes of pillowcases are handled.
※The sizes could be set lane by lane individually.

Main features of PCF-400-33（３）
・・・ 32 types of Clamp width can be set!

Clamp width can be set in 32 sizes.

◆Put into Clamps, pillowcases are sucked in to the Suction box and the wrinkles are removed.  Moreover, they are

beautifully shaped by brushes and expansion plate. ※Finishings vary depending on ways of cleaning and dehydrating.

◆Comparing with PVF series, Air flow is increased to almost double.

Main Features of PCF-400-33（２）
・・・ Wrinkle remove fuction improved！

Spreading Brushes 
straightens wrinkles.

Expansion plate expands.

Hit by strong suction, wrinkles 
are straightened.

Wrinkles are removed by Exhaust 
Conveyer Brushes.  ※Optional item

With conventional feeders, straightening wrinkles often hindered productivity.

With our new feeder, after putting pillowcases into clamps, counting on the machine, you can immediately start  

preparation for the next pillowcase.

Main Features of PCF-400-33（１）
・・・ Easy feeding by pinching pillowcases into Clamps only

brings big productivity increases!

◆PCF-400 is the feeding machine for anyone to easily straighten wrinkles of pillowcases 
and put pillowcases straight into the machine.

◆Only pinching pillowcases into the clamps on both sides. 
You can move on to preparation for the next pillowcase immediately.

Main Features of PCF-400-33（５） ・・・ Bypass Function enhanced!

◆Bypass could be performed lane by lane.
For example, manual feeding is made in one lane, while clamp feeding in another lanes. 
There are various methods of usage.

◆When clamp is in trouble, bypass feeding will be in operation and no damage to production.
※Being different from our PVF series, the bypass function for all lanes cannot use the suction function.


